Given an indefinite quaternion algebra of reduced discriminant D and an integer N relatively prime to D, one can construct Shimura curves Let tf be a Z-Eichler order in 38 of level N, and let pm he the exact power of p dividing TV. For such a p, let ip : Q <-+ Qp be the canonical embedding. This embedding can be extended to an embedding, also denoted by ip , of 38 in M2(QP), such that ip(tf) is the canonical Eichler order cfPym of level pmZp [4, pp. 108-109]. The inverse image of T0(pm, Zp) under ip is tfx, the set of elements of tf of (reduced) norm 1. We define the congruence subgroups V0(N,D) and rx(N, D) as TQ(N, D) = {* Gr*V*) 6 r0(pm,Zp) for all p|7V}, _T,(A/, 7)) = {x e cfx\ip(x) e rx(pm , Zp) for all p|/V}.
Let 38 be an indefinite quaternion algebra over Q that is ramified at an even number of primes lx ,...,/"
. Then 33 has reduced discriminant D = [J/ /«' • Let N > 1 be an integer that is relatively prime to D. Suppose that p is a prime dividing TV. def The algebra 3SP = 38 <g> Qp is isomorphic to the matrix algebra M2(QP). Let^P be the canonical Eichler order of level pmZp in M2(QP). We define the groups r0(pm,Zp) and Ti(pm,Zp) to be r0(pm,Zp)= SL2(Zp)ncfPym, Tx(pm,Zp) = S[xeT0(pm,Zp)\x=(j) j) modpmcfPy0y
Let tf be a Z-Eichler order in 38 of level N, and let pm he the exact power of p dividing TV. For such a p, let ip : Q <-+ Qp be the canonical embedding. This embedding can be extended to an embedding, also denoted by ip , of 38 in M2(QP), such that ip(tf) is the canonical Eichler order cfPym of level pmZp [4, pp. 108-109] . The inverse image of T0(pm, Zp) under ip is tfx, the set of elements of tf of (reduced) norm 1. We define the congruence subgroups V0(N,D) and rx(N, D) as TQ(N, D) = {* Gr*V*) 6 r0(pm,Zp) for all p|7V}, _T,(A/, 7)) = {x e cfx\ip(x) e rx(pm , Zp) for all p|/V}.
Since 38 is unramified at the infinite place of Q, it follows that J®qR is isomorphic to M2(R). Upon fixing such an isomorphism, we obtain an embedding i^ : tf' <-» SL2(R) , in the case of classical modular curves) is studied in [3] when N is prime and in [2] for arbitrary N.
In this note, we study 2Z(N, D) for D > 1 .
As in the case of classical modular curves, we see readily that the morphism u : Sh^N, D) -> Sh0(7V, D) is a Galois covering with Galois group r0(A/,7))/{±}r1(7V,£)).
We can identify T0(N, D)/VX(N, D) with (Z/NZ)X as follows.
For xeT0(N,D), let
Consider the reduction dp(x) e (Zp/pmZp)x ~ (Z/pmZ)x . By the Chinese Remainder Theorem, there exists a unique d(x) e (Z/NZ)X such that d(x) = dp(x) modpm for all p\n . The homomorphism d :
, is surjective and clearly has kernel Tx (N, D).
Hence,
Let U be the group of complex numbers of modulus 1. We prove in § 1 the main theorem of this paper. This proves Theorem 1.
Orders and exponents of X(N, D)
2.1. Order of 1(N, D). Let p2(Z/NZ) and p3(Z/NZ) denote the groups of square roots and cube roots of unity in Z/NZ, respectively. We make use of the two following lemmas to determine the order of Z(N, D). Lemma 1. Assume that there exists a e Z/NZ such that a2 + 1 = 0. The subgroup of (Z/NZ)X generated by the roots of X2 +1 is equal to p2(Z/NZ) U p2(Z/NZ)a; it contains -1. The order of this group is 2k+x (where k is as in Corollary 1).
Lemma 2. Assume that X2 + X + 1 has a root in Z/NZ. The subgroup of (Z/NZ)X generated by these roots is then equal to p3(Z/NZ). The order of this group is 3k. If m3 = 1, then e = e^/mx since the exponent of (Z/JVZ)X/{±1} is e §/mx . If m3 = 3, then 2\N and an argument similar to the one in (a) shows that e -eo/3mx -eo/mxm3. Therefore, we have e = e0/mxm2m3.
2.3.
The case where e = 1 . For each odd prime divisor p of N, the exponent rp of p in the prime power decomposition of N is at most 1 ; otherwise, p would divide e. Moreover, p -1 divides mxm2m3e and a fortiori 12, hence pe{3,5,7,13}.
Furthermore, the exponent r2 of 2 is at most 2; otherwise 2 would divide e .
The integer N cannot be divisible by 2-7, 2-13, 5 • 7, or 5-13 since m3 -1 and 3\e in these cases. It is not divisible by 3-5, 3-7, 3-13, 7-13, 22 • 3, or 22 • 5 since 2\e in these cases. Hence, N can only be 1-7, 10, and 13. When N = 1, we have eo = 6, mx -2, and m2 = 1 . In order to have e -1, we need m3 = 3, which is the case provided (-3/1) * 1 for all / dividing D.
When A/ = 10, we have ^ = 4, mi = 2, and m3 = 1 . To have e = 1 , we require m2 = 2, which is true when (-4/1) * 1 for all / dividing D.
When N = 13, we have ^ = 12 and m\ = 2. We need m2 -2 and w3 = 3 so that e = I. This means that (-4//) * 1 and (-3//) * 1 for all / dividing D.
This completes the proof of Corollary 3.
2.4. Behaviour of exponent when N approaches infinity. It is clear from Corollary 2 that if the exponent of 2Z(N, D) is bounded then the prime divisors of TV are bounded and so are the exponents of the prime divisors. Hence, the set of positive integers N for which the exponent of 1,(N, D) is bounded is finite. This means that e tends to infinity as N approaches infinity.
